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Abstract 

 

A metric is an important measure of the objects similarity. In linguistics these objects are mainly 

words, sentences and languages. Word is known to be the multilevel concept consisting of 

phonemes, syllables, morphemes and so on. Thus the distance between two words can be 

calculated in rather different ways. Many distances united by the term edit distances show the 

ways one can transform a word into another one. The graph distance demonstrating semantic 

connections between words and functional connections between languages is also discussed. 

The pseudo-metric differing from the standard metric is shown to be applied to some linguistic 

problems.   
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1. Introduction 
 

A metric is a mathematical concept used in a variety of sciences e.g.: physics, chemistry, 

biology and so on. It’s also very important in linguistics. A distance can be calculated between 

words, sentences or even languages. This article can be considered as an attempt of review of 

the distances applicable to linguistics.  

 

2. Metric  

 

Any metric (or distance, these terms are synonyms) d (a, b) between two objects a and b should 

satisfy the following four conditions called non-negativity (1), identity of indiscernibles (2), 

symmetry (3) and the triangle inequality (4): 
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In current context F is a set of non-negative real numbers. The first condition is implied by the 

others. Different concrete types of metrics are discussed below. A detailed review of linguistic 

distance can be found in Lange, Naumann 2011.  

 

 

2.1. The discrete metric 

 

The discrete metric can be called the simplest one. It’s defined for any elements a, b as: 
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This metric can be used to distinguish different linguistic objects such as word, grapheme and so 

on e.g.: ρ (c, c) = 0, ρ (c, l) = 1.  

 

2.2. The edit distances 

 

2.2.1. Hamming distance 

 

Some metrics are used to calculate distance between two strings considered as words. Hamming 

distance d H (Hamming 1950) is determined as the minimum number of substitutions needed for 

changing one word to another. It means that d H is applicable to the equal length strings (words). 

For example d H (cat, can) = 1, d H (follow, sorrow) = 3, d H (tube, even) = 4.  

This distance could be used for transliterations. The distance between a word and its 

transliteration made by a completely different writing system should be equal to the word length, 

i.e.: d H (ܐܘܡܬܐ (“nation” in Modern Aramaic), ’wmt’) = 5. A distance can be less if 

corresponding writing systems are closer, for instance: the capital letters of Latin and Cyrillic 

writing systems are sometimes similar, so d H (METRO, МЕТРО) = 1.  

If certain words are known to belong to the same declination paradigm the distance can give us 

some morphological information. If all such distances are equal to 0 the word is indeclinable. 

Now we take some word forms derived from one Russian noun meaning “winter”: зима 

(Nominative), зимы (Genitive), зиме (Dative), зиму (Accusative). Hamming distance between 

any pair of these words is equal to 1 so it’s possible to suppose that all these word forms have a 

an affix containing only one letter.  

 

2.2.2. Levenshtein distance 
 

Levenshtein distance d L (Levenshtein 1966) is the minimum number of substitutions, deletions 

or insertions needed for words changing. It is found as: d L (mile, smile) = 1, d L (lane, plate) = 2, 

d L (row, royal) = 3. 

This distance can be used for comparison of transcription, i.e.: phonetics of compared words. 

Examples are the following: d L (wake, [weik]) = 3, d L (parlent (“they say” in French), [parl]) = 

3, d L (bsnubs (“destroyed (in Past)” in Tibetan), [nūb]) = 4. Below are some examples of 

comparison of phonetics taken from Iranian language: d L (Proto-Iranian *āpāta “protected”, 

Middle Persian ābād “well-appointed, prospering”) = 3. 

If distance between two words originated from the same root is great it can tell us about 

morphological richness of the corresponding language. For example d L (nomu (“one drinks” in 

Japanese), nomanakereba (“if one won’t drink” in Japanese)) being equal to 8 is an excellent 

evidence of Japanese morphological complexity.  
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2.2.3. Some generalizations of Levenshtein distance 

 

The symmetric Levenshtein distance d SYML between strings a, b is determined as ( a means the 

string length) (Brown 2016) (in this paragraph some notations has been changed): 
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E.g. d SYML (pen, opened) = 0.5, d SYML (want, waste) = 0.6, d SYML (tree, three) = 0.8. The 

normalized Levenshtein distance d NL is determined as (Brown 2016)   
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Let us calculate this distance for the same pairs of words: 

d NL (pen, opened) = 0.33, d NL (want, waste) = 0.22, d NL (tree, three) = 0.11. 

The average normalized Levenshtein distance dANL between two languages A (having words ai) 

and B (having words bi) can be calculated (Brown 2016): 
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Besides one can obtain a global distance between the languages (Brown 2016): 
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2.2.4. Damerau-Levenshtein distance 

 

Damerau–Levenshtein distance dDL (Damerau 1964) is the minimum number of operations 

consisting of insertions, deletions, substitutions and transposition of two adjacent characters 

required to strings replacing. It is calculated as: d DL (on, no) = 1, d DL (sol, slow) = 2, d DL (oval, 

volatile) = 6.   

It’s worth being used for the misprints. For example d DL (short, shotr) = 1, dDL (democratisation, 

semorcatisatoin) = 3.  

The adjacent letter transposition may appear due to metathesis.  

In these cases d DL could be useful for the interpretation. For example the Avestan word vafra 

“snow” had transformed to the modern Persian word barf with the same meaning. Thus, dL 

(vafra, barf) = 4, but d DL (vafra, barf) = 3. In this case d DL is better to show the proximity of 

the words. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_J._Damerau
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2.2.5. The linear code distance 

 

The linear code (e.g. Julius Caesar’s code) represents the alphabet shift to the right or to the left 

on a constant number. The last alphabet letter turns to the first one so the alphabet is considered 

as a cycle. For example we have the word come coded by linear shift on 2 to the right. Thus 

come becomes eqog. Now let us determine the linear code distance dLC. Every string can be 

obtained from another one by m right shifts or n left shifts. Then d LC = min (m, n). E.g. d LC (joy, 

inx) = 1,  d LC (train, usbjo) = 1, d LC (quay, nrxv) = 3.  

 

2.2.6. The inversion word and inversion sentence distances 

 

The inversion distance is defined only for strings of equal length (cf. Hamming distance). 

Moreover only strings having the same elements can be compared. Let (1, 2, …, n) be the initial 

string and (s1, s2, …, sn) be the changed string. The transposition pair (i, j) is called the inversion 

if i < j and si > sj. The inversion distance is calculated as the number of inversions. If a string is a 

word, then we obtain the inversion word distance dINW and if it’s a sentence we find the 

inversion sentence distance dINS.  

Now we can find the distance between bast (“connection” in Persian) and sabt (“Saturday” in 

Persian). Denting b by 1, a by 2, s by 3 and t by 4 we get the following permutation: 

 










4123

4321
 

 

It has the only inversion (1, 3) so d INS (bast, sabt) = 1 (cf. d H (bast, sabt) = d L (bast, sabt) = d 

LD (bast, sabt) = 2). 

The phrase may consist of the same words placed in a different order. For example Russian 

phrase Вернулся поздно домой “(Somebody) returned home late” can be transformed into the 

following phrase: Домой вернулся поздно. Denoting вернулся as 1, поздно as 2 and домой as 3, 

we write down the permutation:     

    










213

321
 

 

1→3, 2→1, 3>1, (1, 2) is inversion.  1→3, 3→2, 3>2, (1, 3) is inversion too. 2→1, 3→2, 1<2, 

(2, 3) isn’t inversion. Thus dISN (Вернулся поздно домой, Домой вернулся поздно) = 2 (cf. d SN 

= 3). d ISN also can be applied to palindromes as a sort of linguistic game.  

 

2.2.7. The syllabic word distance and the word sentence distance 
 

If one considers a word as a set of syllables, then one can introduce syllabic word distance dSL 

also belonging to the edit type. For example, dSL (sun, sunny) = 1, dSL (stop, enter) = 1, dSL 

(predict, predicate) = 2.  

The same type word sentence distance dSN calculates the distance between sentences (or any 

word lists) as strings of words. For example dSN (He studies math, He studies chemistry) = 1, 

dSN (Pick it up, Hurry up) = 2, dSN (I love her, She loves me) = 3.  
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2.2.8. The morphological word distance 
 

The edit type morphological word distance dMR is defined only for simple words (i.e.: not for 

compounds). It represents the affix distance being similar to the syllabic word distance. Besides 

affixes so called inner flexion is also taken into account. A root can be presented as a set of 

allomorphs. For example dMR (sing, song) = 1, dMR (name, nameless) = 1, d MR (nepot 

(“grandson” in Romanian), nepoţ-i  (“grandsons” in Romanian)) = 1 since nepot and nepoţ are 

allomorphs, dMR (advise, unadvisedly) = 3, dMR (lieb-en (“to love” in German), Ge-lieb-te 

(“lover” in German)) = 1 since ge…te is a circumfix, dMR (šakkala (“to form” in Arabic), 

yušakkilu (“he forms” in Arabic)) = 2 since škl is the initial root, škkl is the geminated root, yu is 

a prefix, .a.a.a and .a.i.u. are interfixes (cf. dL (šakkala, yušakkilu) = 4, d SL (šakkala, yušakkilu) 

= 3).   

 

2.2.9. The grapheme distance  

 

The grapheme distance dGR is calculated as distance between graphemes. Diacritic symbols can 

express independent phonemes, e.g.: a, ă, â in Romanian. This ordinary case is similar to the 

discrete metric: dGR (a, ă) = 1.  

In Indian writing systems, which principle is so called abugida, diacritic signs are added to 

distinguish the vowels. Syllabic signs of different Indian alphabets look like Ca, where C is the 

consonant. For example in Gujarati writing system ગ ga, ગગ gi, સ sa, સસ si. Taking this syllabic-

phonetic structure into account one can suppose dGR (ગ, સ) to be 1, but dGR (ગ, ગગ) to be less – 

for instance, 0.5. Then dGR (ગ, સસ) = dGR (ગ, સ) + dGR (સ, સસ) = 1 + 0.5  = 1.5. Such ideas could 

also be spread on Indian scripts ligatures. For instance, in Kannada script dGR (ಹ ha, ಹಲ hla) can 

be calculated as 0.5. Then dGR (ಹಲಲ hlu, ಕ್ರೆ kre) = dGR (ಹಲಲ hlu, ಹ್ರಲ hle) + d GR (ಹ್ರಲ hle, ಕ್ರಲ kle) + d GR 

(ಕ್ರಲ kle, ಕ್ರೆ kre) = 0,5 + 0,5 + 0,5 = 1.5.  

The abjad texts (Arabic, Hebrew and so on) can exist in two forms called the non-vocalized one 

and vocalized one. If we write words in these forms the distance between them can differ. Some 

vowels are expressed by diacritic signs and can be considered same way as diacritics of ones in 

Indian writing systems. For instance: the distance between two Arabic words dGR (درک “limit”, 

 continuous”) = 1, but distance between the same words recorded in a vocalized way is the“ دراک

following: dGR (َدَرک “limit”, ِدراک “continuous”) = 1.5. 

Considering Chinese and Japanese hieroglyphs as complicated graphic elements consisting of 

some lines one can calculate the distance between them. For example two Japanese hieroglyphs:

机 “table” and村 “village” have the same key element “tree” 木, but differ by other lines. Thus 

dGR (机, 村) = 3. Key element can be sometimes undergone serious changes, but it doesn’t 

influence on the graphic distance, for instance: Japanese signs 水 “water” and 洋 “ocean” have 

key element 水 “water” that became a very distorted and extended element that can be seen in 

left part of 洋 sign, but it doesn’t influence on the estimation of the grapheme distance that 

counts only number of lines/strokes: dGR (水, 洋) = 6.  

 

2.3. The graph distances 

 

A graph is a set of vertexes and edges connecting them. If the direction of edges is important, a 

graph is called the directed one. The distance between two vertexes of an undirected graph is 

called graph or geodesic distance (Bouttier et al. 2003) and it is determined as a minimum 
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number of edges required for connecting these vertexes. Certainly if some vertexes can’t be 

connected, the distance between them also can’t be defined. The distance between certain equal 

vertexes is considered to be equal to 0. This type of metric is widely used for calculation 

distance between words or languages.  

 

2.3.1. The semantic word distance 

 

All words of a language belong to different intersected semantic fields. Each semantic field or a 

couple of them can be considered as a graph which vertexes are words. Therefore the graph type 

semantic word distance denoted as dSM can be calculated for any pair of words. However, the 

concrete word connections can be rather complicated. Let’s give some examples. According to 

the semantic field of the concept of evolution (pic. 1), dSM (evolution, society) = 1. 

 

 
 

Pic. 1. Graph scheme of semantic field of the concept of evolution 

 

 
  

Pic. 2. Graph representing the scheme of semantic field of le chocolat belge “Belgian chocolate” 

in French language  
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According to this semantic field showed in pic. 2 dSM (les Aztèques, le sucre (“Aztecs” and 

“sugar” in French)) = 4. If we want to calculate dSM without looking at any semantic field we 

should create such field by ourselves. How one may connect the words reference and lamp? I’d 

propose the following minimum scheme: reference – book – shelf – room – lamp. Then dSM 

(reference, lamp) = 4.  

 

2.3.2. The functional language distance 

 

There are some types of language influence. It can be seen in grammar or in vocabulary but now 

we are going to speak about general functional aspect. Due to the linguistic globalisation theory 

developed in for instance Marushenko 2016 all the present languages can be divided in four 

groups: hyper-central, super-central, central and local ones. The only hyper-central language is 

certainly English, the examples of super-central languages are French, Spanish, Hindi and 

Russian. The super-central languages are influenced by English, the central languages are 

influenced by the super-central ones and the local ones rotate around the central ones. However, 

a local language can be directly connected with English or super-central languages. Any 

influences are changeable, so the model is mostly synchronic. Influence between certain 

languages is equivalent to graph edge between two language vertexes. Such graph is directed 

and its edges should be arcs but here we use the simplified graph model. The functional 

language distance dFN is distance between corresponding vertexes. For example, dFN (English, 

Irish) = dFN (Russian, Tatar) = dFN (Hindi, Telugu) = 1. Sometimes it’s worth constructing the a 

functional chain between the considered languages, e.g.: Balochi – Persian – Arabic – Berber. 

Thus dFN (Balochi, Berber) = 3.      

 

2.3.3. The syntactical word distance 

   

Syntactical scheme of a phrase is a tree, i.e.: a connected graph that has no cycles. To calculate 

the distance between two words a, b within a sentence one should move from the corresponding 

vertexes upwards till the common vertex denoted as c. Thus it is possible to define syntactical 

word distance between two words as dSYN (a, b) = max (d (a, c), d (b, c)). Now let’s consider 

some examples. Let’s take the following phrase: The cat plays the piano; its syntactical scheme 

of is given below (scheme 1).  

 

                                               S 

                                        

                                 NP                   VP 

 

                          Det        N            V       NP 

 

                                                              det    N 

 

                       The     cat       plays     the     piano 

 

Scheme 1. Graph structure of phrase The cat plays the piano 

 

S means Sentence, NP – Noun phrase, VP – Verbal phrase, N – Noun, V – Verb, Det – 

Determinant. Thus d SYN (the, cat) = 1, d SYN (cat, plays) = 3, d SYN (cat, piano) = 4.  
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2.3.4. The genetic language distance 

   

The genetic distance allows us to find out the measure of genetic relation between languages. 

Let F be a language family, G – a language group, SG – a language subgroup. Then the genetic 

distance dGN between languages A and B being mathematically similar to the syntactic word 

distance can be determined as: 
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Thus dGN (Swedish, Norwegian) = 1, d GN (Polish, Croatian) = 2, d GN (Albanian, Armenian) = 3. 

The genetic distance is always synchronic since language families and groups can change their 

structure. It’s obvious that dGN (Latin, Italian) doesn’t make sense though their relativity is 

doubtless. 

Dialects also can be considered, in the cases of dialects cases the genetic scale should be shifted 

on 1. If status of a language within a group is unclear then corresponding genetic distance can be 

considered as maximum possible. For example one can’t precisely determine whether Avestan 

language belongs to West-Iranian or East-Iranian languages therefore dGN (Avestan, Ancient 

Persian (West-Iranian)) should be equal to 2.       

If some languages belong to different families dGN hardly can be determined. It’s also connected 

with the so called macro-families problem. If both of compared languages are supposed to 

belong to the same stock/macro-family, then the distance between them can be set as 4. 

However, if connection of certain languages isn’t reliable and isn’t verified, then their genetic 

distance can’t be estimated. Anyway, in such case it should be greater than 3. For instance, if we 

take into consideration the hypothesis of monogenesis, suggesting that all languages are actually 

related, it is possible to say d GN can be undetermined but not infinite (I am to note that the 

hypothesis of monogenesis is still unproved and still is very controversial).    

 

3. Pseudometric 
 

Pseudometric differs from standard metric by one of its basic properties. The properties (1), (3) 

and (4) don’t change, but property (2) isn’t valid (Willard 1970): d (x, x) = 0, but if x ≠ y d(x, y) 

can be equal to 0. This measure is quite convenient for describing some linguistics problems. 

The suitable notation for any pseudometric is
0 .  

 

3.1. Discrete pseudometric 

 

The discrete pseudometric can distinguish two sets of objects. This is a binary generalization of 

unary characteristic function. For example one can introduce the discrete language pseudometric
0

LA
 

between words a, b showing their belonging to a language C: 
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For example 
0

LA (flow, wave) = 0, 
0

LA (street, Straβe (“street” in German)) = 1. 

If we want to discern two writing systems, then this metric turns into the discrete graphic 

pseudometric 
0

GR .  

It’s determined for two graphemes a, b and script C as in (11). Thus, 
0

GR (лiтак (“plane” in 

Ukrainian), урындык (“chair” in Tatar)) = 0,  
0

GR  (ум (“mind” in Russian), education) = 1. 

The discrete lexical pseudometric 
0

LX is based on words proximity, the distance can vary from 

0 to 1, i.e.: the distance between related words (originated from the same root) is equal to 0 

while distance between completely unrelated words is 1, e.g.: 
0

LX (final, infinity) = 0, 
0

LX
(final, start) = 1. 

The discrete rhyme pseudometric 
0

RH can show whether two words are rhymed (for instance 

precisely rhymed): 
0

RH (soon, moon) = 0, 
0

RH (show, now) = 1.    

 

3.2. The quantitative word pseudometric 

 

Let us determine the length of a word a by a then the quantitative word pseudometric
0

Q  can 

be defined as one-dimensional Euclidean distance: 

 

 

 

 This measure shows the word length difference being a pseudometric because it’s equal to 0 for 

any equal length words: e.g. 
0

Q (oval, draw) = 0, 
0

Q (politic, politician) = 3 (cf. d L (politic, 

politician) = 3).    

 

3.3. The syllabic sentence pseudometric 

 

The syllabic sentence distance 
0

SS  can be calculated between two sentences, especially 

sentences of poetic lines. 
0

SS is equal to 0 if sentences are isosyllabic. In other cases it’s equal 

to the syllabic difference of the sentences. For example we take two lines of Emily Dickenson’s 

poem:  

 

This is my letter to the World 

That never wrote to Me –  (Dickenson 2010: 56) 

Denoting them as l1 and l2 we find 
0

SS (l1, l2) = 2.    

3.4. The vocabulary pseudo-metric 

 

baQ 0
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The vocabulary pseudometric 
0

V  is the discrete lexical pseudometric generalization for some 

words massive. This measure can mainly be valuable in the following three cases: the diachronic 

lexical change, two related languages vocabulary comparison and in the case of analysis of 

borrowing process. If related (borrowed) or unrelated (non-borrowed) words can be taken for 

the lexical comparison the first ones are preferred. For example we have French and Spanish 

names of few colours. The French words (string F) are: rouge “red”, blanc “white”, vert “green”, 

jaune “yellow”. The corresponding Spanish words (string S) are: rojo, blanco, verde, amarillo. 

Then 
0

V (F, S) = 1 (cf. d SN (F, S) = 4). Turkish is known to have borrowed many words from 

Arabic. Let’s take Arabic words (string A): bāb “door”, karam “vineyard”, ma‘lūm “famous”, 

jabal “mountain”, yad “hand”, ‘ubūr “passage” and corresponding Turkish words (string T): 

kapı, kerm, malum, dağ, el, ubur. Thus 
0

V (A, T) = 3 (cf. d SN (A, T) = 6). 

 

4. Comparison of different metrics and pseudo-metrics  

 

If we want to calculate a distance between two words (sentences, languages or something else) 

first we should describe the purpose of such calculation. Comparing structures of some words 

we need morphological word distance, but analysing semantics we look at semantic word 

distance. Possibly we should calculate several distances at once. A pseudometric gives us the 

possibility to calculate the distance between different equivalence classes under the condition of 

one equivalence class elements distance is equal to 0.  

Now let’s take two words and calculate different distances/pseudometrcis for them: dL (play, 

player) = 2, dSL (play, player) = 1, dMR (play, player) = 1, dSM (play, player) = 1, 
0

LA (play, 

player) = 0, 
0

LX (play, player) = 0. Even having no information about meanings of these 

words, we have received much useful information: these words belong to the same language, 

they are related and semantically connected, one of them contains two-letter (one-syllable) affix.  

The semantic distance and discrete lexical pseudometric calculation allow us to distinguish 

homonyms. For example we can take words utter (“absolute”) denoted as utter1 and to utter (“to 

pronounce”) denoted as utter2. Then one can see that d H (utter1, utter2) = 0, d SL (utter1, utter2) = 

0, but 
0

LX  (utter1, utter2) = 1, d SM (utter1, utter2) > 0.  

If we look for distance between two languages, we can consider their lexical, genetic or 

functional connections. If we investigate sociolinguistic situation in a region then genetic 

affiliation of the considered language is of less importance, than the functional one. On the 

contrary if we try to make a map of related peoples settling then corresponding genetic 

relationship is more important and then the genetic language distance is also required. If we 

consider a language that is not well described and we try to find its genetic connections with 

some other languages, then comparison of grammar and vocabulary expressed by
0

LX  are 

needed.  

Let’s construct a situation when dGN (A, B) = 1 and dGN (A, B) = 2 (where A, B are different 

languages). What can we say about these languages? They belong to one genetic subgroup, i.e.: 

they are closely related. From the other hand the functional distance is not great nevertheless it 

is more than the genetic one. It can probably mean that now the people speaking these languages 

are not as neighbour as it could have been earlier. An example of such languages can be Polish 

and Czech.   

So called artificial languages need special discussions. Of course edit distances, semantic 

distance or vocabulary pseudometric have the same sense in the case of artificial languages as in 
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the case of  natural languages. The genetic connection can be also applicable to some artificial 

languages, but genetic distance cannot be clearly formulated in such cases. As to the functional 

distance it can exist either between two artificial languages or between one artificial and one 

natural language. For example, dGN (Esperanto, Latin) = dGN (Esperanto, Ancient Greek) = 1.  

However, in some cases artificial languages seem to be functionally isolated, e.g.: Solresol.   

      

5. Conclusion 

 

Some distances belonging to metric and pseudometric mathematical concepts have been 

discussed. Their definitions and examples have been given. The last chapter is dedicated to a 

brief comparison of different distances. This article has been written in order to show a variety 

of different ways of calculation distances of two linguistic elements.  
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